SWE South Central Michigan section invites you to a TOUR of Cook Nuclear Plant Visitor Center and Simulator

Please join us as we tour the facility and network with colleagues from the surrounding area - Southwest Michigan Section, SWE Mid-Michigan Section, and the Michigan Section of Agricultural and Biological Engineers

Agenda:
Cook Nuclear Plant Simulator and Visitor Center Tour
One Cook Place, Bridgeman, MI 49106
Exit 16 or 23 off 94, to Security Checkpoint, to Cook Training Building
Arrive 9:15a to get through security checkpoint
9:30a - 12p Tour of Cook Plant Simulator and Visitor Center
Lunch and SWE business meeting following tour
12p : Roma Pizzeria
9673 Red Arrow Hwy, Bridgman, MI

Afternoon: Make a family day of it by taking advantage of Area Attractions such as Warren Dunes State Park, Weko or other Lake Michigan Beaches, nearby St Joseph Museum or Beaches, Local Wineries, or Craft Brewers after our event. Chicago is only a short drive away!

KEY INFORMATION
- Must provide birthdate for roster prior to April 30th - send to Sylvia.Schonauer@kellogg.com
- Must bring valid drivers license to enter grounds
- All vehicles will be searched by Security - No guns, alcohol (including empty containers), explosives, etc.

Please RSVP to Sylvia by April 30th!!
You must provide birthdate if attending!
Sylvia.Schonauer@kellogg.com

Please contact Sylvia Schonauer at Sylvia.Schonauer@kellogg.com or (269) 420-7397 for questions.

For more information on Society of Women Engineers: SWE Organization